formula
for
fascinating
style
FIT FOR FEET / FIT FOR FINGERS / FIT FOR FACE

F3 SYSTEMS was developed by MAXIMATE, who is striving for your beauty. To give the best you can, F3 SYSTEMS designs practical and creative products with a new approach. And F3 SYSTEMS aims to be a brand that always follows. Now let's do self-care from head to toe through F3 SYSTEMS tools and cosmetics with innovative style and multi-function.

F3 SYSTEMS is a global beauty care brand launched by MAXIMATE, who is striving for your beauty. To give the best you can, F3 SYSTEMS designs practical and creative products with a new approach. And F3 SYSTEMS aims to be a brand that always follows. Now let’s do self-care from head to toe through F3 SYSTEMS tools and cosmetics with innovative style and multi-function.

MAXIMATE was established in 1992 in order to develop and manage beauty care products such as manicure & pedicure tools. Mr. SE Lee, founder and CEO of the company, has always studied and researched manicure and pedicure products that can greatly improve a customer’s quality of living consistently and safely. Therefore, he has been an expert in managing the quality of products that don’t harm to the products. These products have been popularly started by people all over the world. The spirit of customer’s top priority has been the main power with which MAXIMATE is in the top position of the field of service in manicure products in Korea.

F3 SYSTEMS has come into the world with the professional knowledge of feet, fingers & nails. Now F3 SYSTEMS has been proven as the best foot & hand devices in circulation with the normal brand of global manicure and pedicure tools.
FIT FOR FEET

Have your feet been doing well?

Cracked feet, corny little feet, smelly feet... A variety of concerns and problems to the feet. Let’s make clean and fascinating feet step by step along with F3 SYSTEMS.
About Material of F3 foot file

Various materials for various foot conditions:

1. CERAMIC STONE
   Anti-allergy, Pure Ceramic, Balanced

2. STAINLESS STEEL GRATER
   Non-Rust, Stainless Steel Plate

3. BLACK SAND PAPER
   Quick Use on Dry Foot, Available in both wet and dry feet

4. HOLED STAINLESS STEEL
   Non-Rusting Stainless Steel Plate
   Quick Use on Dry Foot, Available in both wet and dry feet
   Low Skin Irritation System

F3 systems
270g Ultralight foot bath

GRAM FOOT SPA is a tube type foot bath for easy and convenient use. This 270g ultralight foot bath is highly portable so you can enjoy it at any time. Unlike other big and heavy foot baths, this is flexible for effective storage. Put your feet into the cushion tube type bath and allow stress and fatigue to drain. Then you can feel yourself light as if waking in the clouds!

- The air can be easily injected and removed.
- You can enjoy a foot bath with an appropriate amount of water in line with the water line inside of the tube.
- You can keep warm water temperature for a long time with the all-round soft tube material.

non toxic, eco friendly, pet material.
Ceramic foot file with Stainless steel file
FF3-52028

2 in 1 product for effective use.
Clean trimming of rough sole of foot by pure ceramic plate!

How to separate S/S file

1. Ceramic and stainless steel repair for
2. Ineffective rough sole of foot
3. Ceramic plate of stainless steel file, is painted on the level of feet
4. Wooden handle of ceramic file

Multi tool for the callused and cracked dead skin

Easily attachable by magnet.
Callus Scraper

JUST scrape
by safety blade grill!
designed for beginner

Easy & convenient tool for thick callus removal

- Safety blade grill
- Easily grip handle
- Designed for beginner
- User-friendly
- Compact foot file

IN-USE
1. Dip the foot in warm water and put the feet in the softener for 5 to 10 minutes.
2. Gently rub the hard callus off the toe or heel with a soft brush.
3. Gently rub the softened skin with pumice stone to remove keratinized skin.
4. Always done in a clean cloudy place and in a quiet room.
Silky Benefeel Multi Footfile

Perfect size for near the toenail and between the toes.

Features:
- All in One Care
- Covers all foot conditions
- Ergonomically shaped handle
- Sensual Design
- For a new & satisfying use

A F3 Silky Benefeel heel exfoliator that enables the user to change

A twisted body is committed to providing a comfort use with better grip sensation.

F3 systems
All in one care covers All foot conditions
Ergonomically twisted handle!

How to use: A ceramic cone
Take all the ceramic cone to an even direction.

2. Add a gentle pulling foot massage on legs in an even handle. Rub a rough side to
   so use the finer side form out can wash together with rough side to remove the remaining foot skin.
3. Set a softening cream under the handle in an even direction to remove the dead skin from toes or between the toes.
4. Use thoroughly well next on the skin with tender.

You can choose various discs!

- FT3-50998AC (D) Over Stainless Steel
- FT3-50998EC (G) Ceramics, White
- FT3-50998EC (A) Ceramics, Green/Pink, White
- FT3-50998AC (B) Molds Stainless Steel
- FT3-50998AC (C) Black Pearl Paper
Metal Head Corn Cutter
F3-50556

Special tool for cutting a hard corn

To use:
1. Soak corn bulb in warm water for 5-10 minutes.
2. Use the toe file and gently of the plaque removes the corn.
3. Dip the toe file of the safety cover after use.

How to change the blade:
1. Over the cover to the top and hold flinger, and the blade on the center of cover.
2. Press the hem of the blade and take off.
3. It is then a hole in the blade, hold the cover and pull it up and out.
4. Make the blade upside down and clean the blade strap.

Spare blade
F3-50927
High-quality Solingen German blade
Economical Use by Replaceable Blade

Comes with:
10 pcs
Convex Planer

FP3-31668
Special tool for callus &
dead skin cell

Easy clean system

Efficient & hot use
by JU-M1000 use

HOW TO OPEN METAL COVER

1. Push down the arrow like in the top of the cover
2. Pull down

TO USE

1. Stainless steel convex planer is for foot dry and wet
2. Shoe store shall not be worn out quickly and can use several times than normal tooth has
3. After use, please take the cover off the handle by pulling down the arrow like on top of the cover
4. Do not clean with the net spray and the scale of the handle by rubbing it off with warm water
5. By patting to dry with a towel

F3 systems
Callus Razor

JUST shave it
by safety blade grill!

designed for beginner

Easy & convenient tool for thick callus removal

- Soft touch handle
- Easy to grip handle
- Designed for beginner
- User friendly
- Compact

1. Immerse both legs in warm water and put the feet in the holder (See Yarn). 2. Apply the gentle pressure of the Callus on hard dinnerskin smoothly. 3. Clean and dry the legs with a towel. 4. Always store in a clean, cool place where it is easy to use.
Metal Callus Remover

Special tool for thick callus & cracked feet

To Use:
1. Wipe the base area using either foam for the 10 minutes.
2. Use the metal side to remove the rough skin callus on the sole and heel.
3. Put the rough soles to loosen it and shake it in the water to easily clean.

Easy Clean System

Sanitary cleaning by ONE-TOUCH RASP!

F3 systems
Stainless steel Laser foot file

**TO USE**
1. Use the F3 laser disc to remove rough, hardened skin from heel.
2. Remove the F3 stainless steel laser foot file and wipe cleaning system with warm water for easy cleaning.

**Feature**
- Easy Clean System
- Easy to Grip Handle

Sanitary cleaning by ONE-TOUCH RASP!

Special tool for callus & dead skin cell
Ceramic foot file with Sapphire file

Multi tool for the calloused and cracked dead skin

Easy McAmp file

Efficient Use in Narrow Area

2 x 1 Function for Effective Use

Anti-allergic Pure Ceramic Material

Ergonomic Handle

How to separate Sapphire file

1. Hold both ends with one hand
2. Pull it down with the other hand

TO USE

1. Use one end to combine the cracks for
2. Use the other end to open the foot with ceramic file.
3. The adjacent flake of ceramic file is pushed out by tendon at the other side of file.
4. To clean every flake in between here.
Wide black Abrasive Foot file 80/150

PFS 3055/77
PFS 3055/7R
PFS 3055/17E

Efficient use by coarse and fine sandpaper

Economical use by coarse abrasive

Efficient & fast use by medium sandpaper

TO USE
1. Use an abrasive foot file in warm water for 5 to 10 minutes to soften
2. Soak all the toes and feet in the warm water before putting the abrasive foot file
3. Then, change the water or非常好的
4. Finally, wash the foot in warm water and then keep the foot file in dry and clean storage
Foot & Leg Massager

Very effective tool for massage with special protrusion

F3 massager will give you fresh feeling!

1. Grip the massager by index
2. Massage tips with stimulating motion from tostum to
   your body to relax and release sore muscles.
3. Massage up and down.

Healing for the foot

Effective Massage with

Hygienic Design
Foot & Toenail Brush

Effective tool for foot & toenail cleansing

- Cleansing Newly by Soft Brush
- Ergonomic Design
- Easy to Grip Handle

TO USE
1. Apply soap, bath essence & an Foot
2. Gently move to back & forth
3. Scrub & wash nails, foot & toe to clean dust & dirt

F3 Foot & Toenail Brush which has elastic hair and handy handle can remove dirt and dust easily with using foot scrub.
Toe Pad
F3-0201

Useful item for stretching of tired toes & convenient and comfortable pedicure necessary!

Excellent Restoring Force
- Soft & flexible tendon to avoid pain and pressure
- Easy & quick on design

To use Toe Stretching

1. Wear 5 Toe Shields Toe Pad, clustered toes will spread wide and you will feel comfortable.
2. Helps boost circulation of the entire feet and prevents the shape of feet from transforming.
Heel Patch

Just attach whenever you are!

1. Insert the adhesive sheet into the patch.
2. Apply to the feet.
3. Remove the patch once the adhesive has dried.

Ingredients:
- Glycerin,
- Ethanol,
- Propylene glycol,
- Linalool,
- Benzyl alcohol.

Moisture gel patch for dried heels.
F3 SYSTEMS
Thalasso Series
F3 SYSTEMS Cosmetics
For fresh feet!

COOLING LINE
Thalasso cooling leg gel / Thalasso cooling foot spray

MOISTURE LINE
Thalasso mineral coral foot scrub / Thalasso mineral spa foot cream
Thalasso mineral coral foot scrub
Thalasso mineral spa foot cream

Fragrance with grapefruit extract.
Moisturizing with active ingredients.

**KEY INGREDIENTS**
- Grapefruit extract
- Citrus oil
- Ylang,Ylang oil
- Mango extract
- Kiwi extract.
- Coconut water.
- Grapeseed extract.

**FOOT SCRUB TO USE**
Massage in circular movements over wet feet and wash off with warm water.

**FOOT CREAM TO USE**
Use daily, apply to feet, especially on the heels and elbows. Gently massage until cream is fully absorbed.
Appealing to the fingertips

FIT FOR FINGERS

Ensure your nails look attractive, neat & healthy nails and more hands. Let’s make attractive nails and fingers over the 3 SYSTEMS.
Propeller 4-way Buffer

F3-51926 300,100,3000,10000,20000

Achieve glossy &
whitened natural nails

1. Hold the edge of the nail &
2. Use the Propeller side
3. Use the 4-way Buffer side
4. Apply to achieve the desired result.
Propeller 2-way Shiner

Quickly make fantastic gloss in your nails.

1. Clean the nails carefully using the supplied nail file.
2. Twirl the rounded end of the tool on the nail to create a natural, glossy sheen.
Nail Clippers

A compact size nail clippers to fit your hand bag, remain tidy nails in anywhere!
Sapphire Nail File

Nail file to smooth edge and right lengthy nails without cracking.

- Durable and flexible nail file
- Easy grip handles
- Ideal for women using toenail cutter, small nail, toe bed and forth.

Safety & Sanitary Cap

Available.
Pusher Cleaner Dotting stick

FF3-S1977

Tool for creating nail art designs. The excellent grip feeling will make you hold the product tightly.

Two types of blades, either slant or straight, are optional depending on the needs.

One end with a larger ball and another end with a smaller one for various marbleing work.

1. Take the stick in your dominant hand
2. Set nails in an upright position
3. For the right hand, push the stick onto the surface of the nail
4. For the left hand, use your other finger to push down the tips of the nails. Use tenite in such a way that it is clean under the nails, then wipe it off with a rubber eraser very carefully.
5. Remove any remains of nail and polish remnants
6. Cuticle remains with a cuticle removers and dip the dot into a drop of nail polish
7. Dot by dot, you can create various and intricate nail designs
8. To remove any unwanted dots, wipe nail art designs

Useful and ergonomic, it helps improve nail art work!
Shark Tail Rubber Pusher

Shape of Shark tail suits Cuticle care perfectly

Rubber pusher pushes cuticle smoothly

No irritation on cuticle with soft rubber tip

10 mm

1. Push over the softened cuticle with Rubber Pusher and Shark Tail
2. Remove pushed back cuticle with F3 Long Trimmer
Easy Trimmer

FF3 51925

Convenient and easy to use cuticle care tool!

- Safety tip on top
- Pushable

Size: 13mm

TO USE:
1. Gently press the tip of the tool
2. Insert the pushable part on the cuticle
3. Repeat as necessary until the cuticle is removed

Safely remove cuticle with protective cap
Cuticle Care Multi Tool

FF3-50943

1 in 1 tool: pusher, trimmer, file

3 in 1 Multi tool

Safety & Convenience to Carry & Keeping

TO USE:
1. Use the pusher to push the cuticles back and up against the surface of the nail. 
2. Use the skinning glide to separate the skin and cuticle. 
3. Cut the corner of the nail and remove the cuticles.
Ceramide Hand Cream

FF3-52019 3 pc set

Nutritional and
moisturizing hand cream

- Different Designs
- Sweet and Scent: Lacking Sweet
- Quick Absorption: Without Sticky
- Powerful Nutrition: 20ml each

WHAT IS CERAMIDE?

Ceramide is one of the key ingredients that make skin healthy. It forms a natural membrane that helps maintain the moisture and structure of the skin. A deficiency of ceramide can lead to dry, flaky, and wrinkled skin. The product contains ceramide that will help keep your skin in top shape.

Nectar of Dreams
- Floral
- Sweet

Secret Garden
- Green Flower
- Bergamont

Symphony of Dreams
- Citrus
- Fruity

F3 systems
Confidence from a clean face. FIT FOR FACE & BODY.
Essential for the smooth and healthy skin. Get started now with F3 SYSTEMS.
BB kit 
Bean make up
Brush kit
3pcs

Compact size for
Easy to carry and keeping

Shiny and
upright design

Three practical
finishes

Specially designed case for
safe storage and hygienic use

SHADOW BRUSH
Place the tip of the brush against the pan and gently rub the brush to remove the excess product. Then, apply the product on the desired area of the face using a light, sweeping motion.

HIGHLIGHT BRUSH
Using the brush head, rub the product against the pan to apply a light layer of highlighter to the desired area.

CHISEL BRUSH
When applying concealer or powder, use the side of the brush for gradual blending. For contouring, use the tip of the brush to achieve a sharp definition.
Pore cleansing Brush
FF3-FBY-419 Grip Type
FF3-FBY-420 Handle type

Pore cleansing to take make up off.

Dried tissue, sebum, and other contaminations in skin pores induced by excessive oil secretion. The microfiber is made of 0.045 mm microbeads to remove dirt and skin scale. Soft cobweb microbeads of 0.045 mm make everywhere off your skin clean and smooth. More regular face washing without any stimulation. Also wash your face with soft microbeads!

- Attach water in Brush
- Great for Blackheads
- Low-pressure jet
- With many fibers

USE:
1. Attach a brush and make contact
2. Signs of fine fur: Use a fine brush and rotate in a circular motion
3. Skin is cleaned with a moistener when you no longer rotate.
Body brush for Elbow & knee & heel

Natural bristles

Body brush washes off all dead skins all over your body!

Flbs are removed from your dead skin cells on your elbows, knees, and limit in Summer.

Helping your blood circulation?

Dead skin cells all over the body particularly on elbows, knees, and heels. Wash off body areas of more dead sk vith scrub or body cleanser.

1. Use:
- Wash off all dead skin on elbow, knees and heels.
Packaging

PET OPP BUSTER

PET BOX

CUTTER

CARE BUSTER

SPA BUSTER